
Network challenges in virtualized data centers  

To help decrease costs and increase flexibility, organizations are transitioning 
their data centers toward software-defined environments.  What started as a 
virtualization effort with servers is now expanding to the data center network.  
This shift is necessary to help IT departments deliver real-time services that 
meet the demands of today’s workloads and applications.  Unfortunately, their 
networks are unable to support this shift due to key challenges including:

• Traditional proprietary network infrastructures are hardware-bound, 
inflexible and hard to manage

• Existing SDN-based overlay architectures use a centralized controller that 
becomes a single point of failure and increases network latency

• An increasing amount of complexity when configuring, deploying and 
managing more and more  physical networks layers and components

Partnership to deliver a software-defined environment

The Dell, Midokura and Cumulus Networks partnership is based on the shared 
vision of a software-defined data center where the network is a full citizen of 
the virtualized environment.  The use of network virtualization in the data center 
extends the core value propositions associated with compute and storage 
virtualization.  Together, Dell, Midokura and Cumulus Networks will provide a 
solution that enables MidoNet to connect to Dell S6000-ON open networking 
switches running Cumulus Linux, allowing network traffic flows from virtual 
machines to machines running on physical infrastructure through the VxLAN 
Tunnel Endpoint (VTEP) gateway.

Key features of this solution include:

• The simplicity of an robust, highly distributed SDN overlay-based network 
virtualization that runs on top of a physical infrastructure fabric

• A highly distributed networking architecture placing control at the edge of 
the network that allows higher scalability and maximum efficiency

• A more consistent interface in IT departments for both compute and 
networking resources within the data center, by utilizing common Linux 
and open source deployment, and operational best practices

Working together Dell, Midokura and Cumulus Networks are helping to redefine 
the open networking data center ecosystem.  Midokura Enterprise MidoNet is a 
product combining the most stable, production hardened version of MidoNet 
for network virtualization with MidoNet Manager, longer term support, and 
enterprise-class 24×7 service level agreement.  Dell has a proven brand across 
compute, storage and network with a successful global supply chain and is 
transforming the networking landscape with its open networking solutions. 
Cumulus Networks is the first full-featured Linux OS for data center networking 
running seamlessly over industry-standard networking hardware, thus bringing 
the Linux revolution to networking.

Extending the Open Networking Ecosystem

Dell, Midokura and Cumulus 
Networks expand open networking 
even further with MidoNet network 
virtualization solution and Cumulus 
Linux™ OS on Dell open networking 
switches 

• Providing customers with the ability to 
extend the disaggregation model used 
on their data center compute platforms 
to their open networking platforms

• Helping enterprises and service 
providers build, run and manage large 
scale virtual networks with increased 
control and flexibility

• Extending a large ecosystem of 
common Linux-based applications and 
automation tools across both compute 
and networking environments

• Lowering TCO with an increase in 
operational efficiency and CapEx gains

• Backs each and every deployment 
with a comprehensive suite of design, 
deployment and management services 
to help customers of all sizes
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Dell open networking with Midokura and Cumulus 
Networks

Traditionally, customers have deployed proprietary monolithic 
chassis-based switches built for the pre-virtualized and pre-cloud 
computing era, which resulted in vendor lock in.  Dell’s open-
networking initiative disrupts the traditional networking model; 
similar to how x86 server vendors disrupted the mainframe/Unix 
server compute model, enabling rapid innovation and customer 
choice through hardware and software disaggregation.  Dell 
offers best-in-class industry standard Ethernet switches like 
the S6000-ON, and partners with Midokura and Cumulus 
Networks to offer a validated and integrated solution with global 
enterprise-class services, logistics and assistance in planning and 
deployment.  This partnership enables customers to get an end-
to-end experience with common acquisition, deployment and 
services from a single vendor for server, storage and software-
defined networking.

Integrated solution components

Dell open networking switches

• S6000-ON for a scalable layer 3 underlay fabric

• S6000-ON for a L2 gateway

• Support for Open Networking Install Environment (ONIE)

Cumulus Networks Linux OS

• Production-grade networking-focused Linux software based 
on Debian and an open source framework of components

• Support for zero-touch network installation using ONIE

• VXLAN support, L2 gateway services integration with 
Midokura MidoNet

• Advanced management/orchestration/automation and 
enhancements through Linux customizations, third party 
add-on packages and toolsets

Midokura Enterprise MidoNet software

• Software-based, highly distributed network virtualization system

• Distributed architecture that provides scalability, resiliency 
and avoids single point of failure

• Connects virtual networks with physical networks using 
VTEP/L2 bridging

• Build, run, and manage virtual networks independent of the 
physical network

• Provides a layer 4 load balancer as a service to customers 
that improves performance

Summary 

Exploding network traffic and virtualization technologies are 
overwhelming data centers.  Software defined solutions can 
help address dynamically changing business needs and simplify 
deployment and operations while reducing costs.

Together Dell, Midokura and Cumulus are transforming the 
network with an innovative solution that combines MidoNet 
network virtualization, a full-featured Linux OS with market 
leading Dell Ethernet switching platforms.  Dell with Midokura 
and Cumulus helps organizations realize the full potential of a 
software-defined data center today.
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For more information go to www.dell.com/networking

A robust SDN overlay for Linux-savvy environments

http://www.dell.com/networking

